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From Greg Gutfeld --New York Times bestselling author of The Joy of Hate and host of Fox News's

The Five and Red Eye -- comes a significantly less hardcover-y, more paperback-y version of his

classic Bible of Unspeakable Truths. Greg Gutfeld, the acclaimed host of the popular, nightly Fox

News show Red Eye, has packed this book full of his most aggressive (and funny) diatribes -- each

chapter exploring Unspeakable Truths that cut right to the core and go well beyond just politics.

Greg deconstructs pop culture, media, kids, disease, race, food, sex, celebrity, current events, and

nearly every other aspect of life, with Truths including but not limited to: "if you're over 25 and still

use party as a verb, then you're beyond redemption," "the media wanted bird flu to kill thousands,"

"attractive people don't write for a living," "death row inmates make the best husbands," and "the

urge to punch Zach Braff in the face is completely natural."With an irreverent voice, incredible wit,

and a firm take on just about everything, this is a manual for how to think about stuff, by a guy who

has thought about precisely that same stuff. And, even if you disagree with Greg, this book will

make you laugh--guaranteed.**Not guaranteed --This text refers to the Paperback edition.
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Don't try to read this book too fast, you'll miss the nuances of Greg Gutfeld's sense of humor. This is

a very enjoyable read. If you've seen him on Fox, you know how funny he is and how biting his

satire. Makes me want to read his other books as well.

This is the first book of Greg Gutfeld, but it seems like I have been reading his work for my whole



lifetime. That very well may be because Greg speaks my heartfelt beliefs! But in a MUCH more

humorous way!!! You cannot read any section of this book without realizing two important facts; 1)

This guy is spot on with everything he writes, & 2) This guy is one of the greatest humorists since

Will Rogers!!! He is blanking hilarious!!!Greg is a co-host on The Five, a news & commentary show

on the Fox News Channel every weekday at 5:00PM EST and Red Eye on the same network at

3:00AM EST. I live for Greg's monologue on The Five, (the chemistry of this group is perfect),

though I don't stay up for Red Eye very often. Greg expresses his Conservative/Libertarian views

perfectly with great humor and analogies, which is the same in this book.In conclusion, I cannot

recommend this book enough, and would suggest that you would also thoroughly enjoy Greg's 2nd

book, The Joy of Hate, which is in this same style, though a bit more refined work. The books only

leave two questions unanswered...who is it that Greg knows that has the skill of propelling flaming

ping-pong balls across the room, and may I meet her? ENJOY!!!

If you *love* Greg's monologues, you'll probably *like* this book. Problem for me was that since I

only *occasionally like* his monologues, I got burned out quick when I tried reading a book so

jam-packed with tightly-written verbiage as I would a regular book. It would have been better to have

paced through it over a few weeks by reading only one or two bits at one sitting.The other downside

to this book is that Greg's delivery - the eye rolls, the pauses, the glasses-as-prop - are a big part of

his show's appeal, and the book (naturally) cannot convey those nuances.

In these mini-essays, Greg gives us bite-size bits of his thinking that have you laughing at one

paragraph and mulling things over mentally in the next. Still can't climb onto the Libertarian

bandwagon yet, but Greg does show us that certain lines of logical thought go beyond parties.

Human nature and thinking that's not tied up in worthless emotions find a lot of us wanting the same

things. Being able to get along and be productive. Good goals to aspire to.

Greg Gutfeld is a very funny guy. I'd love to hang out with him over a couple of good steaks and

yack about the increasingly absurd nature of what passes for public discourse these days. I am sure

he would be a real hoot. However, on paper, his rough tone sometimes rubs me the wrong way; just

a little. After 50 pages or so, I was done. Don't get me wrong, I like the guy's rap. I just found it

starting to feel a little predictable, and moved on to something else. That's just me; you might be

one of the many who get a real charge out of him. I suggest picking up a used copy for cheap and

giving the guy a run. You may find yourself laughing your head off.



Greg Gutfeld is the Robin Williams of Fox News.

Greg is right AND he's funny in saying it. Great read.

A lot of humor and truth.
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